GENUINE
LEADERSHIP
awakening the 8 human intelligences
OSMA Flagship Program
This Leadership Program will be held in 3 modules
over 9 months

Why we need
Genuine Leaders...
In times when transformation has become the new
norm, we need (a new) Leadership to address the
challenges that organizations and whole humanity
are facing. Genuine Leaders call forth all the innate
intelligences and the full potential in themselves
and in those they interact with to shape a
sustainable future for the generations to come.

In this program we draw upon ancient wisdom
traditions that offer a map to unfold the 8
intelligences that are inherent in the human.
Blended with contemporary approaches you will
learn new skills and tools that increase your
capacity as a Genuine Leader.

This OSMA flagship program will be held in 3
modules over 9 months, the first program starts in
April 2021.
The program is hosted by OSMA Leadership
Academy at the beautiful island of Krk, Croatia

The 8 Intelligences of Genuine
Leadership
In this program we draw upon ancient wisdom
traditions that offer a map to unfold the 8
intelligences that are inherent in the human:
Creation Intelligence
Presencing Intelligence
Exploring Intelligence
Pathfinding Intelligence
Sustaining Intelligence
Predictive Intelligence
Decisive Intelligence
Transformational Intelligence

Who will benefit from this program?
This program is for leaders and change agents who
Want to create a sustainable future for
organizations and the wider environment
Want to release and live their fullest potential
Want to learn new skills and tools of Genuine
Leadership
Want to reconnect to their innate intelligences
and increase their leadership capacity
Want to create and hold containers for growth
and transformation

What will you learn?
During this program participants will learn to:
Grow their ability to innovate and co-create
Build the quality of being present and
appreciative
Strengthen their courage to venture into the
unknown
Reconnect to purpose and set a clear intention
for the future
Attend to wellbeing and growth for self and
others
Recognise invisible patterns and trends and
create a powerful vision
Develop clear strategies and put them into right
action
Work with momentum and the flow of
transformation

If you have the courage to step forward to
co-create the future we need in these
tumultuous times, then we have a practice
that can help ... and the experience and
commitment to step forward with you

ORGANISATIONAL DETAILS
The Genuine Leadership program will be held in 3 modules over 9 months:
Module 1 (4 ½ days): April 17-21, 2021
Module 2 (2 ½ days): June 13-15, 2021
Module 3 (2 ½ days): September 19-21, 2021
This journey requires also engagement between the modules. The program will
be held in English.
Fee:

8.500 Euro (including lodging and food, excl. VAT)
7.850 Euro Early Birds (until January 15th, 2021)
Your Guides:

Dr. Michael Paula
Mojca Kriznar
Nina Pavlovska
For more information send us an email - info@osma.si
or visit our website: osma.si

YOUR GUIDES
Dr. Michael Paula
Born and raised in Vienna, Austria. With a degree in Industrial Engineering I started to work at the
University of Technology in Vienna as an Assistant Professor in the field of leadership and
organizational theory. I did my Dissertation on planning methods in the consultancy business. Over
fifteen years I was in leadership positions in large international organizations like Austrian Industries
and Siemens. I became self-employed in 2001, focusing my work on creativity, leadership and cultural
change. Some major clients I have worked with, supporting them in transformational shifts and
leadership development have been Siemens, BASF, Deutsche Post, City of Vienna, Daimler,
Syngenta.
During my deep training in Earth Wisdom at the Ehama Institute in New Mexico for almost seven years
I learned the power of ancient designs and tools that are more than adequate for personal and
organizational development, based on a profound shift in consciousness. More than ever my passion is
to blend ancient Earth Wisdom with modern approaches - in service to individuals and organizations
to discover their purpose and release their creative potential.
Contact - michael.paula@walkyourtalk.at

Mojca Križnar
I am Slovenian by origin. The world started expanding for me already during student years. I studied
Economy in Croatia and completed my Masters from International Relations at the CEU in Hungary. I
started my professional path in media and culture. Ever since 1997 I've been devoted to raising
awareness on the value of human dimension in organisations, and developing human potential by inhouse and open programs internationally. That said, my personal development led me from being a
consultant to becoming a coach, trainer and catalyst. Through years I've attended many accredited
programs that paved my way, amongst others: Art of Hosting, Participatory Leadership, TotalSDI,
Stonebow TTT, Evocative Leadership, Points of You, Create & nMAPS Coaching, Constellation Camp,
Genos Emotional Intelligence, etc.
For solid record;); I've been working in different leadership roles within Hill International for 21 years,
and I've been a part of Nowhere catalysts team since 2012. Today I support organisations on their
transformational journeys by shaping wholesome cultures and evoking genuine leadership. I have
recently united the years of precious experience and learnings under the newly established brand Blue
in Green. And I became Points of You Country Leader for Slovenia along the way;). I joined OSMA due to
the calling to share the best of the practice and generated wisdom with you!
Contact - mojca@blueingreen.org

Nina Pavlovska
I am transformationist. I design learning experiences that offer personal discovery and leadership
development. Inspired by the human creative potential I coach individuals and facilitate group
processes that promote innovation, authenticity and empower action. My study and work have taken
me around the world offering many opportunities to work with and across different cultures. I
resonate strongly with the mission of OSMA and use it as a new platform to ignite the spark of
purposeful leadership in the corporate sector.
Contact - ninapavlovska@gmail.com

